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Abstract. To facilitate managing access control in a system, security officers increasingly write access control policies in specification languages such as XACML,
and use a dedicated software component called a Policy Decision Point (PDP).
To increase confidence on written policies, certain types of policy testing (often
in an ad hoc way) are usually conducted, which probe the PDP with some typical
requests and check PDP’s responses against expected ones. This paper develops a
first step toward systematic policy testing by defining and measuring policy coverage when testing policies. We have developed a coverage-measurement tool to
measure policy coverage given a set of XACML policies and a set of requests. We
have developed a tool for request generation, which randomly generates requests
for a given set of policies, and a tool for request reduction, which greedily selects
a nearly minimal set of requests for achieving the same coverage as the originally generated requests. To evaluate coverage-based request reduction and its
effect on fault detection, we have conducted an experiment with mutation testing
on a set of real policies. Our experimental results show that the coverage-based
test reduction can substantially reduce the size of generated requests and incur
only relatively low loss on fault detection. We also conduct a study on the policy
coverage achieved by manually generated requests.

1 Introduction
Access control is one of the most fundamental and widely used security mechanisms.
It controls which principals (users, processes, etc.) have access to which resources in a
system. To better manage access control, systems often explicitly specify access control policies using policy languages such as XACML [1] and Ponder [14]. Whenever a
principal requests access to a resource, that request is passed to a software component
called a Policy Decision Point (PDP). PDP evaluates the request against access control
policies, and grants or denies the request accordingly.
The specification of access control policies is often a challenging problem. It is
common that a system’s security is compromised due to the misconfiguration of access control policies instead of the failure of cryptographic primitives or protocols. This
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problem becomes increasingly severe as software systems become more and more complex, and are deployed to manage a large amount of sensitive information and resources
that are organized into sophisticated structures.
Formal verification is an important means to ensuring the correct specification of
access control policies. Recently, several tools have been developed to verify XACML
access control policies against user-specified properties [16, 22, 42]. However, it is often beyond the capabilities of these tools to verify complex access control policies in
large-scale information systems. Furthermore, user-specified properties are often not
available [16].
Like in software development, errors in access control policies may also be discovered through testing. In fact, once access control policies are specified, they are often
tested with some access requests so that security officers may manually check the PDP’s
responses against expected ones [6]. However, current policy testing practice tends to
be ad hoc. Although there exist various coverage criteria [43] for software programs,
there are no criteria or good heuristics to guide systematic generation of high-quality
policy test suites. With an ad hoc policy testing, it is questionable that high confidence
could be gained on the correctness of access control policies.
This paper presents a first step toward systematic policy testing. We propose the
concept of policy coverage to measure the quality of policy test suites, which are sets of
request-response pairs. Intuitively, the more policy rules (as well as their components
such as subjects, resources, and conditions) are involved when evaluating a test suite,
the more likely it is to discover errors in access control policies. We have developed a
coverage-measurement tool to measure the coverage of XACML policies achieved by a
set of access requests. We have also developed a request-generation tool that randomly
generates policy test suites for a given set of policies.
Although the randomly generated test suites can achieve high policy coverage, and
are effective in detecting a variety of policy specification errors, it may potentially include a huge number of requests, which makes it difficult to efficiently inspect and
verify the correctness of responses from the PDP. To mitigate this problem, we further
propose a request reduction technique to significantly reduce the size of a test suite
while maintaining its policy coverage.
Previous experiments [35] showed that test reduction based on program code coverage can severely compromise the fault-detection capabilities of the original test suite. To
evaluate the impact of the proposed request reduction technique on the quality of policy
testing, we conduct an experiment on a set of real policies with mutation testing [15],
which is a specific form of fault injection that consists of creating faulty versions of
a policy by making small syntactic changes. In the experiment, we compare the faultdetection capabilities of the reduced set and original set of requests. Our experimental
results show that our coverage-based request reduction technique can substantially reduce the size of generated requests but incur only relatively low loss in fault detection
capabilities. We also conduct a study that measures the policy coverage of an XACML
conformance test suite as well as a conference reviewing system’s policy. Our results
show that the measurement of policy coverage can effectively identify uncovered parts
of policies. Such results can be used to guide the development of further test cases,
significantly improving the quality of policy testing.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background information on XACML, a widely used and standardized meta policy language for expressing domain-specific access control requirements. Section 3 proposes the concept
of policy testing and policy coverage based on a general access control model. In Section 4, we instantiate the concept of policy coverage in the context of XACML. We
also present the design of a coverage measurement tool. Sections 5 and 6 describe
the request-generation tool and our request reduction technique, respectively. Section 7
presents a set of initial mutation operators developed for policies. Section 8 presents
the experiment conducted to assess request reduction and its effect on fault detection
capabilities. Section 9 illustrates the study of measuring the policy coverage achieved
by manually generated requests. Section 10 discusses related work and Section 11 concludes the paper with future directions.

2 XACML
XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) is a language specification
standard designed by OASIS. It can be used to express domain-specific access control policy languages as well as access request languages. Besides offering a large set
of built-in functions, data types, and combining logic, XACML also provides standard
extension interfaces for defining application-specific features. Since it was proposed,
XACML has received much attention from both the academia and the industry. Many
domain-specific access control languages have been developed using XACML [30, 32].
Open source XACML implementations are also available for different platforms (e.g.,
Sun’s XACML implementation [2] and XACML.NET [3]). Therefore, XACML provides an ideal platform for the development of policy testing techniques that can be
easily applied to multiple domains and applications.
The basic concepts of access control in XACML include policies, rules, targets, and
conditions. A single access control policy is represented by a policy element, which
includes a target element and one or more rule elements. A target element contains a
set of constraints on the subject (e.g., the subject’s role is equal to faculty), resources
(e.g., the resource name is grade), and actions (e.g., the action name is assign)1 . A target
specifies to what kinds of requests a policy can be applied. If a request cannot satisfy the
constraints in the target, then the whole policy element can be skipped without further
examining its rules.
We next describe how a policy is applied to a request in details. A policy element
contains a sequence of rule elements. Each rule also has its own target, which is used to
determine whether the rule is applicable to a request. If a rule is applicable, a condition
(a boolean function) associated with the rule is evaluated. If the condition is evaluated to be true, the rule’s effect (Permit or Deny) is returned as a decision; otherwise,
NotApplicable is returned as a decision. If an error occurs when a request is applied
against policies or their rules, Indeterminate is returned as a decision.
More than one rule in a policy may be applicable to a given request. To resolve
conflicting decisions from different rules, a rule combining algorithm can be specified
1

Conditions of “AnySubject”, “AnyResource”, and “AnyAction” can be satisfied by any subject,
resource, or action, respectively.
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1<Policy PolicyId="demo" RuleCombinationAlgId="first-applicable">
2 <Target>
3
<Subjects> <AnySubjects/> </Subjects>
4
<Resources>
5
<Resource>
6
<ResourceMatch MatchId="equal">
7
<AttributeValue>demo:5</AttributeValue>
8
<ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId="objectid"/>
9
</ResourceMatch>
10
</Resource>
11
</Resources>
12
<Actions> <AnyAction/></Actions>
13 </Target>
14 <Rule RuleId="1" Effect="Deny">
15 <Target> <Subjects><AnySubject/></Subjects>
16
<Resources> <AnyResource/> </Resources>
17
<Actions>
18
<Action>
19
<ActionMatch MatchId="equal">
20
<AttributeValue>Dissemination</AttributeValue>
21
<ActionAttributeDesignator AttributeId="actionid"/>
22
</ActionMatch>
23
</Action>
24
</Actions>
25 </Target>
26 <Condition FunctionId="not">
27
<Apply FunctionId="at-least-one-member-of">
28
<SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="loginid"/>
29
<Apply FunctionId="string-bag">
30
<AttributeValue>testuser1</AttributeValue>
31
<AttributeValue>testuser2</AttributeValue>
32
<AttributeValue>fedoraAdmin</AttributeValue>
33
</Apply>
34
</Apply>
35 </Condition>
36 </Rule>
37 <Rule RuleId="2" Effect="Permit"/>
38</policy>

Fig. 1. An example XACML policy

to combine multiple rule decisions into a single decision. For example, a deny overrides
algorithm determines to return Deny if any rule evaluation returns Deny or no rule
is applicable. A first applicable algorithm determines to return what the evaluation of
the first applicable rule returns. In general, an XACML policy specification may also
include multiple policies, which are included with a container element called PolicySet.
When a request can also be applied to multiple policies, a policy combining algorithm
can also be specified in a similar way.
Figure 1 shows an example XACML policy, which is revised and simplified from
a sample Fedora2 policy (to be used in our experiment described in Section 8). This
policy has one policy element which in turn contains two rules. The rule composition
function is “first-applicable”, whose meaning has been explained earlier. Lines 2-13 define the target of the policy, which indicates that this policy applies only to those access
requests of an object “demo:5”. The target of Rule 1 (Lines 15-25) further narrows the
scope of applicable requests to those asking to perform a “Dissemination” action on
2
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object “demo:5”. Its condition (Lines 26-35) indicates that if the subject’s “loginId” is
“testuser1”, “testuser2”, or “fedoraAdmin”, then the request should be denied. Otherwise, according to Rule 2 (Line 37) and the rule composition function of the policy
(Line 1), a request applicable to the policy should be permitted.

3 Access Control Policies and Policy Coverage
Besides XACML, a generic policy language, many access control policy languages have
been proposed for different application domains. Policies in these languages are usually
composed of a set of rules, which specify under what conditions a subject is allowed
or denied access to certain objects in a system. To discuss policy coverage criteria in
general, we model access requests and policies in this paper as follows.
Let S, O and A denote respectively the set of all the subjects, objects and actions
in an access control system. Each subject, object, or action is associated with a set
of attributes that may be used for access control decisions. For example, a subject’s
attributes may include a user’s role, rank, and security clearance. An object’s attributes
may include a file’s type, a document’s security class, and a printer’s location.
An access request q is a tuple (s, o, a), where s ∈ S, o ∈ O and a ∈ A. A request
(s, o, a) means that subject s requests to take action a on object o.
An access control policy P is a sequence of rules, each of which is of the
form (Conds , Condo , Conda , decision, Condg ). Conds , Condo and Conda are constraints over the attributes of a subject, object, and action, respectively. Condg is a
general constraint that may potentially be over all the attributes of subjects, objects, actions, and other properties of a system (e.g., the current time and the load of a system).
A decision is either deny or permit. Given a request (s, o, a), if Conds (s), Condo (o),
Conda (a), and Condg are all evaluated to be true, then the request is either permitted
or denied, according to decision in the rule.
One may wonder that since Condg can be a general constraint over the attributes
of subjects, objects, and actions as well as other properties of a system, why do we still
need Conds , Condo , and Conda in a rule? The reason is that, although conceptually
those conditions can be merged with the general condition Condg , by separating them,
it makes it easy to quickly locate relevant rules to a request. For example, given a request
(s, o, a), if one of Conds , Condo and Conda is evaluated to be false, then we do not
need to further evaluate Condg that sometimes may be much more complex than the
former three. Such a form of access control rules is commonly supported in access
control policy languages. If a request satisfies Conds , Condo and Conda of a rule,
then we say the rule is applicable to the request.
A policy may have multiple rules that are applicable to a request. These rules may
in fact offer conflicting decisions. The final decision regarding the request depends on
application-specific conflict resolution functions. Commonly used conflict resolution
functions include denial overriding permission (where a request is denied if it is denied
by at least one rule), permission overriding denial (where a request is permitted if it
is permitted by at least one rule) and first applicable (where the final decision is the
same as that of the first applicable rule in a sequence of rules whose condition Condg
is evaluated true). We use P DP (Policy Decision Point) to denote the component of
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a system where final decisions are made according to the decision of each rule and a
specific confliction resolution function. Conceptually, given a policy P and a request q,
a PDP returns the access control decision of q.
Since we are interested in capturing potential errors in policy specifications, we
assume that PDP is correctly implemented in the rest of the paper. In practice, generic
PDP implementations are often available, which have been scrutinized by the public.
We next start our discussion on policy testing based on the preceding model. The
basic idea of policy testing is simple. Like software testing, given a policy, we would
like to generate a set of requests, and check whether the access control decisions on
these requests are expected. Any unexpected decision indicates potential errors in the
specification of the policy.
If no requests are evaluated against a rule during testing, then potential errors in
that rule cannot be discovered. Thus, it is important to generate requests so that a large
portion of rules are involved in the evaluation of at least one of the requests. In other
words, we are interested in requests that cause a rule’s conditions to be evaluated to be
true. Recall that if a request satisfies Conds , Condo , and Conda of a rule, then we say
the rule is applicable to the request.
Definition 1. Given a request q and a rule m in a policy P , we say q covers m if m
is applicable to q. Given a set of requests Q, the rule coverage of P by Q is the ratio
between the number of rules covered by at least one request in Q and the total number
of rules in P .
Intuitively, the higher the rule coverage of a set of requests, the better chance specification errors may be discovered. Like software testing, it is often infeasible to have
exhausted policy testing when the space of possible requests is large. Therefore, policy specification errors may still exist even after testing with requests that cover all the
rules.
To improve the quality of policy testing, it helps to further examine potential errors
in the specification of conditions in each rule, which can also be tested by requests.
Definition 2. Given a request q and a rule m(Conds , Condo , Conda , decision, Condg ),
we say Condg is positively (negatively) covered by q if m is covered by q and Condg
is evaluated to be true (false). Given a set of requests Q, the condition coverage of P
by Q is the ratio between the numbers of general conditions positively or negatively
covered by at least one request in Q and two times of the total number of rules in P .
The intuition behinds the above definition is as follows. An error in the condition
of a rule may have two types of impacts on a request. Suppose Cond0g is the condition when an error is introduced to the original condition Condg . Given a request q,
Cond0g (q) may be evaluated to be true while Condg (q) is false, or vice versa. That is
why we concern with both positive and negative coverage of a condition in the preceding definition.
Our definition of condition coverage corresponds to clause coverage or condition
coverage [33] in program testing. Note that there exist more complicated coverage criteria for logical expressions. For example, in program testing, predicate coverage (also
called decision coverage or branch coverage) [33] requires to cover both true and false
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of compound conditions in a logical expression. In policy testing, predicate coverage
requires that the whole compound condition for a rule needs to be evaluated to be true
and false, respectively. In program testing, combinatorial coverage (also called multiple condition coverage) [33] requires to cover each possible combination of outcomes
of each condition in a logical expression. In policy testing, combinatorial coverage requires to cover each possible combination of outcomes of each condition for a rule.
In our existing approach, we use basic, simple criteria for conditions in rules; in future work, we plan to investigate these more complicated alternatives in terms of their
effects on fault-detection capability.

4 Policy Coverage in XACML
In XACML languages, we can see there are three major entities: policies, rules for each
policy, and a condition for each rule. We define policy coverage as follows:
– Policy hit percentage. A policy is hit by a request if the policy is applicable to the
request; in other words, all the conditions in the policy’s target are satisfied by the
request. Policy hit percentage is the number of hit policies divided by the number
of total policies.
– Rule hit percentage. A rule for a policy is hit by a request if the rule is also applicable to the request; in other words, the policy is applicable to the request and all the
conditions in the rule’s target are satisfied by the request. Rule hit percentage is the
number of hit rules divided by the number of total rules.
– Condition hit percentage. The evaluation of the condition for a rule has two outcomes: true and false, which are called as the true condition and false condition,
respectively. A true condition for a rule is hit by a request if the rule is applicable to
the request and the condition is evaluated to be true. A false condition for a rule is
hit by a request if the rule is applicable to the request and the condition is evaluated
to be false. Condition hit percentage is the number of hit true conditions and hit
false conditions divided by twice of the number of total conditions.
Note that a policy has at least one rule but a rule can have no condition, indicating an implicit condition true, which is always satisfied when the rule is applicable.
Therefore, when there are no conditions defined within the policies under consideration,
the condition hit percentage is always the same as the rule hit percentage. Normally a
policy tester shall be able to generate requests to achieve 100% for all three types of
policy coverage. In other words, all the to-be-covered entities defined in the policy coverage are feasible to be covered in principle; otherwise, those infeasible parts of policy
specifications could be removed like dead code in programs.
To automate the measurement of policy coverage, we have developed a measurement tool by instrumenting Sun’s open source XACML implementation [2]. Sun’s
implementation facilitates the construction of a PDP. We instrument several methods
throughout their implementation that collect policy, rule, and condition information
when a policy is loaded into the PDP. Then coverage information is collected and stored
in a singleton as requests are evaluated by a PDP against the policy under test.
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After the PDP returns the decision, we output the coverage information into a text
file, whose name is determined by the names of given policies; if a text file with the
same name exists, the coverage information in the text file is updated by incorporating
the new coverage information. Therefore, when PDP receives several requests separately against the same set of policies, the aggregated coverage information achieved
by these requests is collected. Besides the basic coverage information, we also output
the details of covered entities and their covering requests as well as the details of uncovered entities. The extra information can help developers or external tools in generating
or selecting requests for achieving higher policy coverage.

5 Request Generation
Because manually generating requests for testing policies is tedious, we have developed
a technique for randomly generating requests given only the policy under test. The random request generator analyzes the policy under test and generates requests on demand
by randomly selecting requests from the set of all combinations of attribute id-value
pairs found in the policy. A particular request is represented as a vector of bits. The
length of this vector is equal to the number of different attribute values found in the
policy set targets, policy targets, rule targets, and rule conditions of the policy under
test. Each attribute value appears in the request if its corresponding bit in the vector is
1; otherwise, the value is not present.
More specifically, all possible combinations can be represented by integers from 0
to 2n where n is the number of attribute values found in the policy. Each request is
generated by setting each bit in the vector to 0 or 1 with probability 0.5. The number of
randomly generated requests can be configured by the user and the configured number
can be considerably smaller than the total number of combinations. To help achieve
adequate coverage with a small set of random requests, we modified the random test
generation algorithm to ensure that each bit was set to 1 and 0 at least once. In particular,
we explicitly set the ith bit to 1 for the first n generated requests where i = 1, 2, ...n.
Similarly, for the next n requests, we explicitly set the (i − n)th bit to 0 where i =
n + 1, n + 2, ...2n. This improved algorithm guarantees that each attribute value is
present and absent at least once as long as the number of randomly generated requests
is greater than 2n.

6 Request Reduction
The request reduction problem can be stated similar to the test minimization problem
for program testing [20]:
Given: request set QS, a set of requirements r1 , r2 , ..., rn that must be satisfied to
provide the desired test coverage of the policies, and subsets of QS, Q1 , Q2 ,..., Qn , one
associated with each of the ri s such that any one of the request qj belonging to Qi can
be used to test ri .
Problem: Find a representative set of requests from QS that satisfies all of ri s.
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In the problem statement, the ri s can represent policy coverage requirements, such
as covering a certain policy, a certain rule, and a certain condition. In a representative
set of requests that satisfies all of the ri s, at least one request satisfies each ri . We call a
representative set is minimal if removing any request from the set causes the set not to
be a representative set. Given a request set QS, there can be several minimal representative sets QS 0 ⊆ QS. Among the minimal representative request sets, we could find
a request set that has the smallest possible number of requests. Finding such request
tests reduces to optimization problems called “minimum set cover” and “minimum exact cover”, respectively; these problems are known to be NP complete, and in practice
approximation algorithms are used [27].
In our implementation of coverage-based request reduction, we use a greedy algorithm for selecting requests as they are generated by the random request factory if and
only if the generated request increases any of the coverage metrics described in Section 4. More specifically, we iteratively generate a random request and add it to the
large set. We then evaluate that request against the policy in order to both compute the
response and measure the coverage. If the coverage increases due to the evaluation of
the request, then that request is added to the reduced request set.
We note that this greedy algorithm may not produce a minimal representative set.
In practice, it does, however, often produce a representative set whose size is near the
size of a minimal representative set. We call our reduced set as a nearly minimal representative set.

7 Measuring Fault-Detection Capability
In order to investigate the effect of request reduction on fault-detection capabilities,
we can inject faults into the original policy thereby creating faulty policies. Since fault
detection is the central focus of any testing process, it provides an external measure of
the effectiveness of that process. We aim to demonstrate that reduced request sets based
on coverage can detect a large percentage of the faults detected by the original request
set. We use mutation testing [15] as a mechanism to compare request sets in terms of
fault detection.
Mutation testing [15] has historically been applied to general-purpose programming
languages. The program under test is iteratively mutated to produce numerous mutants,
each containing one fault. A test input is independently executed on the original program and each mutant program. If the output of a test executed on a mutant differs from
the output of the same test executed on the original program, then the fault is detected
and the mutant is said to be killed. The fundamental premise of mutation testing as
stated by Geist et al. [17] is that, in practice, if the software contains a fault, there will
usually be a set of mutants that can only be killed by a test that also detects that fault. In
other words, the ability to detect small, minor faults such as mutants implies the ability
to detect complex faults. Because fault detection is the central focus of any testing process, mutation testing provides an external measure of the effectiveness of that process.
The higher the percentage of killed mutants, the more effective the test set is at fault
detection.
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Table 1. Index of mutation operators.

ID
PSTT
PSTF
PTT
PTF
RTT
RTF
RCT
RCF
CPC
CRC
CRE

Description
Policy Set Target True. The policy set is applied to all requests.
Policy Set Target False. The policy set is not applied to any requests.
Policy Target True. The policy is applied to all requests.
Policy Target False. The policy is not applied to any requests.
Rule Target True. The rule is applied to all requests.
Rule Target False. The rule is not applied to any requests.
Rule Condition True. The condition always evaluates to true.
Rule Condition False. The condition always evaluated to false.
Change Policy Combining Algorithm. Each policy combining algorithm is tried in turn.
Change Rule Combining Algorithm. Each rule combining algorithm is tried in turn.
Change Rule Effect. The rule effect is inverted (e.g. permit for deny).

In policy mutation testing, the program under test, test inputs, and test outputs correspond to the policy, requests, and responses, respectively. We first define a set of
mutation operators shown in Table 1. Given a policy and a set of mutation operators, a
mutator generates a number of mutant policies. Given a request set, we evaluate each
request in the request set on both the original policy and a mutant policy. The request
evaluation produces two responses for the request based on the original policy and the
mutant policy, respectively. If these two responses are different, then we determine that
the mutant policy is killed by the request; otherwise, the mutant policy is not killed.
Unfortunately, there are various expenses and barriers associated with mutation testing. The first and foremost is the generation and execution of a large number of mutants.
For general-purpose programming languages, the number of mutants is proportional to
the product of the number of data references and the number of data objects in the
program [34]. For XACML policies, the number of mutants is proportional to the number of policy elements, namely policy sets, policies, targets, rules, conditions, and their
associated attributes.

8 Experiment on Request Reduction and Its Effect on Fault
Detection
The objective of the experiment is to examine whether the reduced request set is as
effective at fault detection as the original request set. Similar to the goals of Hennessy
et al. [21] for grammar-based software, we wish to investigate the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 We can achieve a significant reduction in request-set size for large randomly generated request sets while maintaining equivalent policy, rule, and condition
coverage.
Hypothesis 2 Reducing a request set based on coverage will not proportionately decrease its fault detection capability.
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8.1 Metrics
In order to investigate our hypotheses, we need to measure the reduction in request-set
size, the coverage metrics, and the reduction in fault detection capability. The following
metrics are measured for each policy under test, each request set, and each mutation
operator.
– Policy hit percentage. The policy hit percentage or policy coverage is the number
of applicable policies when evaluating the request set divided by the total number
of policies.
– Rule hit percentage. The rule hit percentage or rule coverage is the number of applicable rules when evaluating the request set divided by the total number of rules.
– Condition hit percentage. The condition hit percentage is the number of hit true
and hit false conditions when evaluating the request set divided by two times of the
total number of conditions.
– Test count. The test count is the size of the request set or the number of generated
tests. For testing access control policies, a test is synonymous with request.
– Reduced-test count. Given a policy and the generated set of requests, the reduced
test count is the size of the reduced request set based on policy coverage.
– Mutant-killing ratio. Given a request set, the policy under test, and the set of generated mutants, the mutant-killing ratio is the number of mutants killed by the request
set divided by the total number of mutants.
Intuitively a set of requests that achieve higher policy coverage are more likely to
reveal faults. This notion is easy to understand because a fault in a policy element that is
never covered by a request would never contribute to a response and thus a fault in that
element cannot possibly be revealed. There is a direct correlation between the test count
and the test evaluation time. Furthermore, a low test count is highly desirable because
the request-response pairs may need to be inspected manually to verify that the policy
specification exhibits the intended policy behavior. An ideal request set should have a
low test count, high structural coverage, and high fault-detection capability.
8.2 Results
We used 10 XACML policies collected from three different sources as subjects in our
experiment. Table 2 summarizes the basic statistics of each policy. The first column
shows the subject names. Columns 2-5 show the numbers of policy sets, policies, rules,
and conditions, respectively. Five of the policies, namely simple-policy, codeA,
codeB, codeC, and codeD are examples used by Fisler et al. [16, 18]. The remaining policies are examples of real XACML policies used by Fedora3 . Fedora is an open
source software that gives organizations a flexible service-oriented architecture for managing and delivering digital content. Fedora uses XACML to provide fine-grained access control to the digital content that it manages. The Fedora repository of default and
example XACML policies provides a useful resource of realistic subjects.
3
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Table 2. Policies used in the experiment.
Subject
# PolSet # Pol # Rule # Cond
codeA
5
2
2
0
codeB
7
3
3
0
codeC
8
4
4
0
codeD
11
5
5
0
default-2
1 13
13
12
demo-11
0
1
3
4
demo-26
0
1
2
2
demo-5
0
1
3
4
mod-fedora
1 13
13
12
simple-policy
1
2
2
0
Table 3. Structural coverage, number of requests, and size reduction for each policy.
Subject
codeA
codeB
codeC
codeD
default-2
demo-11
demo-26
demo-5
mod-fedora
simple-policy

Policy Hit
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Rule Hit
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
92.31%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
84.62%
100.00%

Cond Hit #Req #Reduced Req Size Reduction
- 50
2
0.96
- 50
3
0.94
- 50
6
0.88
- 50
6
0.88
75.00% 50
6
0.88
75.00% 50
2
0.96
50.00% 50
1
0.98
75.00% 50
3
0.94
58.33% 50
7
0.86
- 50
4
0.92

We preprocessed each policy to ensure unique policy element identifiers in order
to correctly measure structural coverage. Once each policy has been preprocessed, we
randomly generate requests for each policy as outlined in Section 5 (we configure that
50 requests are randomly generated for each policy). As these requests are generated
and evaluated, we greedily select a smaller set of requests with equivalent coverage as
outlined in Section 6. If we define the size of the entire request set as r and the size
of the reduced request set as r0 then we can define the reduction in request-set size,
SizeReduction, as follows:
SizeReduction = 1 −

r0
r

Columns 2-7 of Table 3 show the three structural coverage metrics, size of the generated request set, the size of the reduced request set, and the computed size reduction
for each policy, respectively. A dash indicates that there are no policy elements of that
type and thus coverage cannot be computed. The random request set achieves 100%
policy coverage for all subjects because it is the most coarse measure of structural coverage. Rule coverage and condition coverage are a finer measure of structural coverage
and thus more difficult to achieve with randomly generated requests. The results show
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Fig. 2. Overview of fault detection experiment.

that we can achieve an average 92% size reduction for the ten policies. The results
suggest that we can indeed greatly reduce the request set size of relatively large randomly generated request sets while maintaining equivalent policy, rule, and condition
coverage.
The second objective of the experiment is to investigate if the reduced request set
can still effectively detect faults in policies compared to the full set. We perform the
experiment illustrated in Figure 2. The basic approach is to exploit mutation testing
as a mechanism to compare the fault-detection capability of various request sets. As
discussed in Section 7, we create several mutant policies using the mutation operators
listed in Table 1 for each of the experimental subjects. Each request set is executed
against each mutant policy and their corresponding responses are recorded. If the response for any request evaluated against the original policy differs from the response
for the request evaluated against the mutant policy, then the mutant is said to be killed.
We define the CapabilityReduction as a metric that quantifies the relative fault detection capability of the reduced set compared to its original set. If we define the total
number of mutants detected by the original set as m and the total number of mutants
detected by the reduced set as m0 , then we compute the reduction in fault detection as:
CapabilityReduction = 1 −

m0
m

Figure 3 illustrates the average mutant-killing ratios for each request set grouped by
subjects. We observe that the mutant-killing ratios across all subjects for the random
and reduced random request sets are quite similar. Unfortunately the mutant-killing ratio is still low when considering the high structural coverage. The observation indicates
that a stronger criteria is needed. Specifically the average mutant-killing ratios for the
Random, and Reduced Random request sets are 51.8% and 42.1%, respectively. Table 4
lists the mutant-kill ratios in tabular format along with the computed capability reduction. In summary, we observe a 92% reduction in size of the requests while only a 23%
reduction in fault detection capability.
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Fig. 3. Mutant-killing ratios for all operators by subjects.
Table 4. Mutant-killing ratios and capability reduction for each request set and each policy.
Subject
codeA
codeB
codeC
codeD
default-2
demo-11
demo-26
demo-5
mod-fedora
simple-policy

Random Reduced Random Capability Reduction
50.00%
31.25%
37.50%
50.00%
35.87%
28.26%
51.79%
44.64%
13.79%
43.92%
37.16%
15.38%
19.75%
6.37%
67.74%
77.27%
72.73%
5.88%
58.82%
52.94%
10.00%
78.26%
73.91%
5.56%
25.48%
22.29%
12.50%
62.50%
43.75%
30.00%

In summary, the results indicate that structural coverage is indeed correlated to faultdetection capability. But structural coverage is still not strong enough to achieve an acceptable level of fault detection. Note that the structural coverage investigated in this
experiment is essentially equivalent to statement coverage in general-purpose programming languages. In future work, we plan to investigate stronger criteria that correspond
to path coverage. We expect these stronger criteria to be much more effective at achieving higher killing ratios.
8.3 Threats to Validity
The threats to external validity primarily include the degree to which the subject policies, mutation operators, coverage metrics, and test sets are representative of true practice. These threats could be reduced by further experimentation on a wider type and
larger number of policies and an larger number of mutation operators. In particular,
lower level mutation operators are needed to operate on the subject, resource, and action attributes found in various policy elements. Currently the proposed mutation operators operate only on higher level policy elements. The threats to internal validity are
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Table 5. Policy coverage of the XACML conformance test suite
type

100%
all
policies
24
Permit
31
Deny
NotApp
13
Indet
1

50% non-0%
0%
total
cond rule/cond rule/cond
172
24
14 234
144
6
181
6
6
28
6
10 57
2
6
4 13

instrumentation effects that can bias our results such as faults in Sun’s XACML implementation as well as faults in our own policy mutator, policy coverage measurement
tool, and request generator.

9 Empirical Study of Manually Generated Requests’ Policy
Coverage
We have applied the coverage-measurement tool on the whole set of the XACML committee specification conformance test suite [6] and a conference paper review system’s
policy and its requests developed by Zhang et al. [41].
The XACML conformance test suite includes 337 distinct policies4 , 374 requests,
their expected responses from the application of the policies. Among these 337 distinct
policies, we show the results of 234 policies in this section because for the requests
of the remaining 103 policies, Sun’s XACML implementation [2] responded different
decisions than the ones specified in their expected responses. Applying the requests on
these 103 policies failed to conform with expected responses because Sun’s XACML
implementation does not support some optional features of XACML specifications.
The conference paper review system’s policy specified by Zhang et al. [41] has
11 requests and 15 rules, which have 10 conditions. These 10 conditions involve the
execution of SQL statements that access an external database. Because it is not trivial
to adapt Sun’s XACML implementation to support these conditions, we simply remove
these 10 conditions as well as some attributes that are not parsed by Sun’s XACML
implementation, in order to allow us to focus on the measurement of rule hit percentage.
We fed 374 requests in the XACML conformance test suite to the coveragemeasurement tool. Table 5 shows the reported statistics of policy coverage. Note that
all policies in the conformance test suite are hit by the requests, achieving 100% policy
hit percentage. Column 1 shows the type of data and Columns 2-5 show the data for
different types of coverage. Row 2 shows the number of policies. Rows 3-6 show the
number of requests whose returned decisions are Permit, Deny, NotApplicable, and
Indeterminate, respectively. When a data entry has a zero value, we do not show the
zero value but leave the entry empty.
4

In the XACML conformance test suite, there are 374 policies, each of which receives a single
request. We have reduced those policies with the same policy content into a single policy,
which can then receive multiple requests.
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Column 2 shows the data for policies whose policy, rule, and condition hit percentages reach 100%. These policies have achieved the optimal policy coverage. Column
3 shows the data for policies whose policy and rule hit percentages reach 100% but
condition hit percentage reaches 50%. Column 4 shows the data for policies whose rule
or condition hit percentage is less than 100% but not equal to 0% (but we do not include the cases shown in Column 3 here). The coverage of these policies needs to be
improved. Column 5 shows the data for policies whose rule or condition hit percentage
is equal to 0%. These policies are especially in need for improvement. The last column
shows the sum of all the data in Columns 2-5.
From the results shown in Table 5, we observed that a majority of policies fell
into the category of Column 3, where policy and rule hit percentages reach 100% but
condition hit percentage reaches 50%. Many polices in the XACML conformance test
suite contain single rules each of which has a condition. Often each of these policies
receives only one request, which basically cover the policy’s rule and the rule’s true
condition.
We took a close look at the details of 14 policies in Column 5. Two of them had
100% for rule hit coverage but 0% for condition hit percentage. Their coverage results
were against our expectation because if their conditions were applicable, we expected
that either a true or false condition would be hit. We inspected their requests and found
that a subject’s age was specified twice and their conditions access the subject’s age.
When evaluating the conditions, PDP encountered an error and returned a decision of
Indeterminate; therefore, neither true or false condition was hit.
Note that the XACML conformance test suite was not specifically constructed to
achieve high coverage of policies but the measurement results still give us some insights
of the common coverage distribution, reflecting policy portions that are commonly hit
by manually created requests.
After we fed to the coverage-measurement tool 11 requests for the conference paper
review system’s policy [41], 73% rule hit percentage was achieved: 4 out of 15 rules
were not hit. These four uncovered rules included the case of permitting a PC chair to
read papers and no request matched this case. Interestingly one of these uncovered four
rules was the last rule, which has the effect of Deny and this rule’s target can be matched
by any request. This rule is often used for the permit-overrides rule combination
algorithm [1]. Given the measurement results of the coverage-measurement tool, we
could construct new requests without much difficulty to cover these uncovered rules in
the policy of the conference paper review system as well as those uncovered rules or
conditions in many policies of the XACML conformance test suite.

10 Related Work
Much work has been done in the modeling and verification of access control policies. A variety of policy languages and models have been proposed. Some of them are
generic [1,14,25,26,37] while others are designed for specific applications [7,11,36,38]
or data models [8, 9, 19, 29].
One important aspect of policy verification is to formally check general properties of
access control policies, such as inconsistency and incompleteness [10,25,29,31]. In the
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former case, an access request can be both accepted and denied according to the policy,
while in the latter case the request is neither accepted nor denied. Although efficient
algorithms have been proposed to perform such verification for specific systems [24,
26], this problem can be intractable or even undecidable when dealing with policies
that involve complex constraints.
Besides the verification of general properties, several tools have been developed
to verify properties for XACML policies [1]. Hughes and Bultan translated XACML
policies to the Alloy language [23] and checked their properties using the Alloy Analyzer. Fisler et al. [16] developed a tool called Margrave that uses multi-terminal binary
decision diagrams [13] to verify user-specified properties and perform change-impact
analysis. Zhang et al [42] developed a model-checking algorithm and tool support to
evaluate access control policies written in RW languages, which can be converted to
XACML [41]. These existing approaches assume that policies are specified using a simplified version of XACML. It is challenging to generalize these verification approaches
to support full-feature XACML policies with complex conditions. In addition, most of
these approaches require users to specify a set of properties to be verified; however,
policy properties often do not exist in practice. The systematic policy testing approach
proposed in this paper works on full-feature XACML policies without requiring properties, complementing the existing policy verification approaches.
A test adequacy or coverage criterion provides a stopping rule for testing and a
measurement of a test suite’s quality [43]. A test coverage criterion can be used to
guide test selection. A coverage criterion typically specifies testing requirements based
on whether all the identified features in a program or specification have been fully exercised. Identified features in a program can be statements, branches, paths, or definitionuse paths. Identified features in a specification can be choices for categories [4, 5] or
conditions [12] in specifications.
The importance of test coverage criterion in fault detection can be shown through
a fault propagation model such as the PIE (Propagation, Infection, and Execution)
model [40]. For example, in order to expose a bug in a statement in a program, a test
needs to at least cover the buggy statement. Note that the coverage of a buggy statement
is not a sufficient condition to expose the buggy behavior in program outputs; additionally the execution of the buggy statement needs to produce a wrong data state and the
wrong data state needs to have an effect on program outputs.
Within our knowledge, our approach is the first that proposes policy coverage and
develops an automatic measurement tool and a request reduction tool for it. But there
exist several approaches for defining and measuring coverage of rules for grammarbased software or SQL statements for database applications. For example, Hennessy
and Power [21] defined rule coverage for context-free grammar and used rule coverage
to reduce a test suite for grammar-based software such as C++ compilers. Suarez-Cabal
and Tuya [39] defined coverage of SQL queries and developed a tool to automate the
measurement. Kapfhammer and Soffa [28] defined a family of test adequacy criteria for
database-driven applications based on dataflow information that is associated with entities in a database. Different from these existing coverage measurement approaches for
grammars, SQL queries, or database entities, our new approach defines and measures
coverage information for policies.
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11 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a first step toward systematic policy testing by defining and measuring policy coverage. We have proposed the concept of policy testing and
policy coverage based on a general access control model. We further defined three levels
of specific policy coverage for XACML policies: policy hit percentage, rule hit percentage, and condition hit percentage. To support systematic policy testing based on policy
coverage automatically, we have developed a coverage-measurement tool, a requestgeneration tool, and a request-reduction tool. By using mutation testing, we have conducted an experiment that assesses the coverage-based request reduction and its effect
on fault-detection capabilities. The experimental results showed that the coverage-based
request reduction substantially reduce the size of the request set but incur only relatively
low loss of fault-detection capabilities. We also conducted a study on the policy coverage achieved by manually generated requests for policies in a conformance test suite for
XACML specifications [6] and a conference reviewing system [41]. Our results showed
that our measurement results can pinpoint uncovered areas of policies and guide the development of new requests to achieve higher policy coverage.
In future work, we plan to develop a comprehensive suite of techniques and tools
for systematic policy testing. In particular, we plan to extend our policy coverage to
consider cases that reflect the interactions of different rules or different policies, which
are not focused by our existing policy coverage. We also plan to conduct experiments
on a larger scope of policies.
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